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ABSTRACT
The simulation paradigm, introduced by Goldwasser, Mi-
cali and Rackoff, is of fundamental importance to modern
cryptography. In a breakthrough work from 2001, Barak
(FOCS’01) introduced a novel non-black-box simulation tech-
nique. This technique enabled the construction of new cryp-
tographic primitives, such as resettably-sound zero-knowledge
arguments, that cannot be proven secure using just black-
box simulation techniques. The work of Barak and its follow-
ups, however, all require stronger cryptographic hardness
assumptions than the minimal assumption of one-way func-
tions.

In this work, we show how to perform non-black-box sim-
ulation assuming just the existence of one-way functions.
In particular, we demonstrate the existence of a constant-
round resettably-sound zero-knowledge argument based only
on the existence of one-way functions. Using this technique,
we determine necessary and sufficient assumptions for sev-
eral other notions of resettable security of zero-knowledge
proofs. An additional benefit of our approach is that it
seemingly makes practical implementations of non-black-box
zero-knowledge viable.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
F.1.2 [Theory of Computation]: Interactive and reactive
computation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Zero-knowledge (ZK) interactive protocols [16] are para-

doxical constructs that allow one player (called the Prover)
to convince another player (called the Verifier) of the validity
of a mathematical statement x ∈ L, while providing zero ad-
ditional knowledge to the Verifier. Beyond being fascinating
in their own right, ZK proofs have numerous cryptographic
applications and are one of the most fundamental crypto-
graphic building blocks.

The zero-knowledge property is formalized using the so-
called simulation paradigm: for every malicious verifier V ∗,
we require the existence of a “simulator” S that, given just
the input x, can indistinguishably reproduce the view of V ∗

in an interaction with the honest prover. (We note that the
simulation paradigm extends well beyond the notion of zero-
knowledge, and is a crucial component of modern definitions
of protocol security.) The most typical way of performing
such a simulation is using black-box simulation [15]: here we
exhibit a universal simulator S that, given only black-box
access to any (efficient) V ∗, can reproduce the view of V ∗

in an interaction with the honest prover. Indeed most zero-
knowledge protocols (and more generally protocols for secure
computation) are analyzed using black-box simulators. But
several limitations of black-box simulators are also known;
see e.g. [13, 10, 3, 26].

In a breakthrough result from 2001, Barak [1] demon-
strated a new, powerful non-black-box simulation technique,
and used this technique to construct a constant-round public-
coin zero-knowledge argument; by the result of [13] such pro-
tocols cannot be proved zero-knowledge using just black-box
simulation. In the same year, Barak, Goldwasser, Goldreich
and Lindell [3] demonstrated that this non-black-box simula-
tion technique could be used to acheive a new cryptographic
primitive that cannot be proven secure using black-box sim-
ulation, namely resettably-sound zero-knowledge protocols.
In a resettably-sound zero-knowledge protocol, the sound-
ness property is required to hold even if the malicious prover
is allowed to “reset” and “restart” the verifier. This model is
particularly relevant for cryptographic protocols being ex-
ecuted on embedded devices, such as smart cards. (Since
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these devices have neither a built-in power supply, nor a non-
volatile rewritable memory, they can be “reset” by simply
disconnecting and reconnecting the power supply.) Roughly
speaking, the reason why non-black-simulation is cruicial for
resettably-sound zero-knowledge protocols is that a black-
box simulator has essentially the same “powers” as a ma-
licious resetting prover (i.e., it can only reset and restart
the verifier); from this observation it follows that, unless
L ∈ BPP, a “good” simulator can be as a successful cheating
prover. Since these results, non-black-box simulation tech-
niques have found applications in various other contexts (see
e.g. [2, 24, 25, 11]).

One important limitation of the non-black-box simulation
technique of Barak [1] (also present in its follow-up works) is
that the technique requires stronger assumptions than those
typically needed for constructing zero-knowledge protocols.
In particular, the protocol of Barak (using the refinement in
[2]) relies on the existence of families of collision-resistant
hash functions (CRH), and as a consequence, such hash
functions are needed in the above applications too.1 In con-
trast, for “plain” zero-knowledge (i.e., without, for instance,
resettable soundness) one-way functions are both sufficient
and (essentially) necessary [14, 17, 23], leaving open the fol-
lowing question, which is the focus of this work.

Do one-way functions suffice for performing non-
black-box simulation (for primitives that cannot
be proven secure using black-box simulation tech-
niques)?

A very recent elegant work by Bitansky and Paneth [6] takes
us a step closer to answering this question. They present a
resettably-sound zero-knowledge argument without relying
on hash functions; instead, they rely on the existence of an
oblivious transfer (OT) protocol. Although, the existence of
an OT protocol is seemingly a more “complex” assumption
than the existence of CRHs,2 it is not known whether the
existence of an OT protocol implies the existence of CRH (or
vice versa). More important, to achieve this result, Bitansky
and Paneth devise a quite different method for performing
non-black-box simulation.

1.1 Our Result
In this work, we answer the above question in the affir-

mative. We show that for the case of resettably-sound zero-
knowledge, the existence of one-way functions suffices.

Theorem 1 (Main Theorem). Assume the existence
of one-way function. Then there exists a constant-round
resettably-sound zero-knowledge argument for all of NP.

Interestingly, our protocol is quite close in spirit to Barak’s
original protocol, while dispensing of the need for collision-
resistant hash functions.

By relying on the above main theorem, we establish sev-
eral other results on resettable security: Assuming one-way
functions, all of NP has

1The original protocol of Barak relies on a very slightly
super-polynomially hard collision-resistant hash function;
the need for super-polynomial hardness was removed in [2].
2Most candidate constructions of OT protocols rely on
“structured”, number-theoretic or lattice-based, assump-
tions. Additionally, all these assumptions are known to im-
ply also the existence of collision-resistance hash function
(but the converse is not true).

• a constant-round resettably-witness-indistinguishable
argument of knowledge;

• a Õ(logn)-round resettable-zero-knowledge argument
of knowledge.

(Roughly speaking, in a resettably-witness indistinguishable
(resp., zero-knowledge) argument, the witness indistinguisha-
bility (resp., zero-knowledge) property is required to hold
also in the presence of a resetting verifier.) For the above-
mentioned primitives, previous results required additional
cryptographic assumptions (the existence of collision-resistant
hash-functions or oblivious transfer protocols). We addition-
ally show how to eliminate the need for CRHs in the con-
struction of [11] of a simultaneously resettable zero-knowledge
argument for NP—simultaneous resettability here means that
security (both zero-knowledge and soundness) holds even
with respect to resetting attackers.

We emphasize that for all the above results, the use of
non-black-box techniques are inherent. Our results lead to
improvements also for cases when black-box simulation can
be used: prior to our results, resettable zero-knowledge argu-
ments (without the argument of knowledge property) were
known only based on the existence of CRHs, but these pro-
tocols were actually proven secure using black-box simula-
tion. As mentioned above, we are able to establish even the
stronger notion of a resettable zero-knowledge argument of
knowledge assuming only one-way functions.

1.2 Our Techniques
To explain our techniques, let us start by very briefly re-

calling the idea behind Barak’s constant-round public-coin
protocol; we will then explain how this protocol is used to
get a resettably-sound zero-knowledge protocol. The proto-
col relies on the existence of a family of collision-resistant
hash function h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n; note that any such fam-
ily of collision-resistant hash functions can be implemented
from a family of collision-resistant hash functions mapping
n-bit string into n/2-bit strings using tree hashing [19].

Roughly speaking, on common input 1n and x ∈ {0, 1}poly(n),
the Prover P and Verifier V , proceed in two stages. In
Stage 1, V starts by selecting a function h from a family of
collision-resistant hash function and sends it to P ; P next
sends a commitment c = Com(0n) of length n, and finally,
V next sends a “challenge” r ∈ {0, 1}2n. In Stage 2, P shows
(using a witness indistinguishable argument of knowledge)
that either x is true, or that c is a commitment to a “hash”
(using h) of a program M (i.e., c = Com(h(M)) such that
M(c) = r.

Roughly speaking, soundness follows from the fact that
even if a malicious prover P ∗ tries to commit to (the hash
of) some program M (instead of committing to 0n), with
high probability, the a string r sent by V will be different
from M(c) (since r is chosen independently of c). To prove
ZK, consider the non-black-box simulator S that commits
to a hash of the code of the malicious verifier V ∗; note that,
by definition, it thus holds that M(c) = r, and the simulator
can use c as a “fake” witness in the final proof. To formal-
ize this approach, the witness indistinguishable argument in
Stage 2 must actually be a witness indistinguishable univer-
sal argument (WIUARG) [20, 2] since the statement that c is
a commitment to a program M of arbitrary polynomial-size,
and that proving M(c) = r within some arbitrary polyno-
mial time, is not in NP. WIUARG are known based on the
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existence of CRH and those protocols are constant-round
public-coin; as a result, the whole protocol is constant-round
and public-coin.

Finally, Barak et al. [3] show that any constant-round
public-coin zero-knowledge argument of knowledge can be
transformed into a resettable-sound zero-knowledge argu-
ment, by simply having the verifier generate its (random)
message by applying a pseudorandom function to the cur-
rent partial transcript.3

Why hash functions are needed Note that hash func-
tions are needed in two locations in Barak’s protocol. First,
since there is no a-priori polynomial upper-bound of the
length of the code of V ∗, we require the simulator to com-
mit to the hash of the code of V ∗ . Secondly, since there is
no a-priori polynomial upper-bound on the running-time of
V ∗, we require the use of universal arguments (and such con-
structions are only known based on the existence of collision-
resistant hash functions).

Using signature schemes instead of CRHs Our main
idea is noticing that digital signature schemes—which can
be constructed based on one-way functions—share many of
the desirable properties of CRHs. In particular, we will show
how to appropriately instantiate (a variant of) Barak’s pro-
tocol using signature schemes instead of using CRHs. Re-
call that“fixed-length” signature schemes, that allow signing
messages of arbitrary polynomial-length (e.g length 2n) us-
ing a length n signature, are known based on just one-way
functions [27]. In fact, based on the same assumption, strong
fixed-length signature schemes are known: in a strong signa-
ture scheme no polynomial time attacker can obtain a new
signature even for messages that it has seen a signature on
[12]. We observe that such signature scheme share a lot of
properties with CRHs. First of all, they are compressing.
More importantly, we observe that by the unforgeability re-
quirement of strong signatures, no attacker can find a sin-
gle valid signature σ for two distinct messages m,m′—that
is, signatures satisfy a collision-resistance property. Addi-
tionally, by using an appropriate analog of tree hashing, a
signature tree could be used to compress arbitrary length
messages into a signature of length n.

So, can we just replace the CRHs in Barak’s protocol with
strong, fixed-length, signature schemes? The problem with
naively implementing this idea is that the collision-resistance
property of strong signature schemes only holds against an
attacker that does not know the secret key. On the other
hand, to generate signatures, knowledge of the secret key
is needed. In our application, the simulator—acting as a
prover—needs to be able to generate signature (in order to
“hash down” the program, and in the universal argument)
but at the same time, we need to ensure collision-resistance
against cheating provers. So if we let the prover generate the
signature keys, simulation is easy, but soundness no longer
holds, whereas if we let the verifier generate the signature
keys and only sends the verification key to the prover, then
soundness holds, but it is no longer clear how to perform
a simulation. We resolve this issue by using a “hybrid ap-
proach”: we let the verifier generate the signature keys, but
gives the prover access to a single signing query. More pre-

3Strictly speaking, Barak’s protocol is not a argument of
knowledge, but rather a “weak” argument of knowledge (see
[2, 3] for more details), but the transformation of [3] applies
also to such protocol.

cisely, in an initial stage of the protocol, the verifier gener-
ates a signature key-pair sk, vk and send only the verification
key vk to the prover. Next, in a “signature slot”, the prover
sends a message m to the verifier, and the verifier computes
and returns a valid signature σ of m (using sk). (We note
that such a signature slot previously used by [18] in a quite
different context, but as we shall see shortly, some of their
techniques will be useful also to us.) Finally, the protocol
proceeds essentially as in Barak’s protocol, but where the
CRH is replaced using the signature scheme. Implement-
ing this is somewhat subtle: First, the statement proved in
the WIUARG in Barak’s protocol considers the hash func-
tion h (e.g., prover needs to prove statements of the type
h(m) = q). In our approach since “hashing” has been re-
placed by “signing”, this would require the honest prover to
prove things related to the secret-key (e.g., Signsk(m) = q),
but the honest prover does not know sk. This issue is easily
resolved by instead of letting the prover show that signatures
used (as “hashes”) verify—i.e., that Vervk(m) = q. Another
issue is that in Barak’s protocol, the honest prover actu-
ally needs to perfom hashes to complete the WIUARG. We
resolve this second issue by relying on an instantiation of
Barak’s protocol due to Pass and Rosen [25], which relies
on a special-purpose WIUARG, in which the honest prover
never needs to perform any hashing.4 Now completeness of
this protocol follows in exactly the same way as in [1, 25].

For soundness, note that since the prover does not get to
see sk, soundness follows in a similar way to Barak’s pro-
tocol. In fact, if the signature scheme used satisfies strong
unforgeability, then the signature trees are collision-resistant
with respect to attackers that get vk and have access to a
signing oracle, and collision-resistance of the signature tree
is the only property needed to prove soundness as in Barak’s
protocol. (Note that we here only require collision-resistance
with respect to attackers that get a single query to a signing
oracle, but the more general result will be useful when we
consider resettable-soundness.)

Let us turn to zero-knowledge. At first sight, it seems that
we still have an issue. The prover just gets a single signature,
but to complete the simulation, the simulator needs an a-
priori unbounded polynomial number of signatures (to e.g.,
“hash down” a program of a-priori unbounded polynomial-
size.5) Note, however, that the simulator can always rewind
the verifier to get as many signatures as it wants and can
thus complete the simulation in a similar way to the one
used in Barak’s protocol. This approach doesn’t quite work:
the malicious verifier V ∗ may not always agree to sign every
message requested by the simulator; we deal with this issue
in the same way as in [18], rather than having the simula-
tor send the messages it wants to be signed in the clear, it
simply sends a commitment to them. To make use of such
a simulator strategy, we appropriately modify the notion of
a signature tree to consist of signatures of commitments to
signatures etc; we refer to this type of a signature tree as a
“sig-com” tree.

So, we now have a zero-knowledge protocol that is based
on one-way functions (and is constant-round). But it is no
longer public-coin!

Nonetheless, let us still apply the PRF transformation of

4In fact, an early version of Barak’s protocol also had this
property.
5Also in the implementation of the WIUARG, an a-priori
unbounded number of “hashes” are needed.
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[3] to the protocol (i.e., we have the verifier generate its
random coins in each round by applying a PRF to the cur-
rent partial transcript). Clearly, the protocol is still zero-
knowledge (since we only modified the verifier strategy). As
it turns out, the resulting protocol is actually also resettably-
sound: note that, except for the signature slot added in the
beginning of the protocol, the protocol still is public-coin,
and the same argument as in [13, 3] can be used to show that
in the public-coin part of the protocol, rewindings do not
“help” a resetting cheating prover. So, in essence, the only
“advantages”a resetting prover gets is that it may rewind the
signature slot, and thus get an arbitrary polynomial number
of signatures on messages of its choice. But, as noted above,
signature trees are collision-resistant even with respect to an
attacker that gets an arbitrary polynomial number of queries
to a signing oracle and thus resettable-soundness follows in
exactly the same way as the (non-resetting) soundness prop-
erty.

Beyond resettably-sound zero-knowledge For the ap-
plications of a) a constant-round resettably witness-indist-

inguishable argument of knowledge, and b) Õ(logn)-round
resettable-zero-knowledge argument of knowledge for NP, we
simply plug in our resettably-sound zero-knowledge argu-
ment of knowledge into the protocols of [8, 3] with some
minor modifications.

To achieve simulateously resettable zero-knowledge, we in-
stead instantiate the protocol of Deng, Goyal and Sahai [11]
with signature trees, in exactly the same way as Barak’s
protocol. Resettable-soundness follows exactly as in [11], re-
lying on the collision-resistance property of signature trees.
Resettable-zero-knowledge is more tricky though: [11] pro-
vides an intricate simulation strategy that combines black-
box simulation, using rewinding, and non-black-box simu-
lation (as in [1]). Roughly speaking, the protocol consists
of polynomially many “rewinding slots” (say 2n2), and for
each session started by the resetting verifier, the simulator
of [11] rewinds a polynomial fraction (say 2n) of them twice.
Their argument shows that for each such slot, the rewinding
“succeeds” with probability close to 1/2 and the slot gets
“solved”; as a consequence, except with negligible probabil-
ity, for each session, there exists some slot that is “solved”
and this suffices for simulating the session. In our instan-
tiation of their protocol, rewinding a slot just once does
not suffice to “solve” the session (and complete the simula-
tion of that session). Rather we need polynomially many,
say g(n) = poly(|V ∗|) where |V ∗| is the size of the verifier
(including its auxiliary input), successful rewindings (in or-
der to rewind the signature slot sufficiently many times to
provide the signature trees). We deal with this issue in a
straight-forward way: we use exactly the same rewinding
strategy as in [11] but instead rewind each slot (that was
being rewound once in [11]) 3g(n) times. It follows using a
slight generalization of the argument in [11] that each slot
that is rewound is successfully solved with probability close
to 1/2, and the rest of the simulation argument continues
in identically the same way as [11]. Additionally, rewind-
ing polynomially many times (as opposed to twice) only in-
creases the running-time by a polynomial factor (the tech-
nical reason for this is that the [11] simulator only performs
a constant-number of recursive rewindings).

A PCP-free construction Just as the construction of
Barak’s protocol, our constructions rely on universal ar-

guments, which in turn rely on Probabilistically Checkable
Proofs (PCPs). Intriguingly, the approach of Bitansky and
Paneth [6] does not rely on PCPs; on the other hand, it re-
lies on some other quite heavy machinery: “unobfuscatable
functions”[4] and general secure two-party computation [14].

As we now sketch, our approach can be instantiated with-
out the use of PCPs, and without introducing any other
machinery. (Indeed, although we have not verified the de-
tails, it would seem that a practical implementation of our
protocol can be given by relying on efficient signatures and
zero-knowledge proofs of committed signatures, as in e.g.,
[7].) Recall that in Barak’s protocol the universal argument
is used to prove a statement of the form c is a commitment
to a hash of a program M such that M(c) = r. Also recall
that (in the [25] variant of [1]) the honest prover never needs
to engage in the universal argument, it is only the simula-
tor that needs to prove the above statement. Rather than
providing a universal argument, we let the simulator prove
M(c) = r in a piecemeal fashion, by making the verifier cer-
tify every step of the computation of M . This strategy is
very similar to one employed in the “impossibility of instan-
tiating random oracles” result of [9]6 (On a high-level, this
type of piecemeal decomposition is also somewhat similar to
what is done in the impossibility result of [4]; as such our
approach brings out the connection between the techniques
from [1] and [6].) More precisely, in the actual protocol, the
verifier generates a key-pair vk′, sk′ for a signature scheme
and sends vk′ to the prover. The prover then provides the
verifier with a commitment c1 to a tree hash7 of a current-
configuration, a commitment c2 to a tree-hash of a next-
configuration, and a witness indistinguishable argument of
knowledge that either a) x ∈ L or b) next-configuration is a
starting configuration or c) performing one step of computa-
tion given current-configuration leads to next-configuration,
and current-configuration has been previously signed. (Note
that since we use tree-hashing, verification of condition b)
and c) can both be done in time polylogarithmic in the
length of the configurations). If the argument of knowl-
edge is accepting, the verifier signs c2. Roughly speaking,
the above “slot” makes it possible for the simulator to get a
signature on (commitments to signature-trees of) s0, where
s0 is the initial configuration of M(σ) (using condition b),
and next by rewinding the verifier sufficiently many times to
get signatures on later configurations st in the computation
of M(σ) (using condition c). Thus, finally, the simulator can
get a signature on sT where sT is the terminating configu-
ration of the computation of M(σ). The simulator can then
use this signature to convince the verifier that M(c) = r
where M is the program committed to in c. A complete
formalization appears in the full version of this paper.

1.3 Subsequent Work
A very recent elegant work by Bitansky and Paneth [5]

(developed subsequently to our results) shows an alternative
approach for obtaining resettably-sound arguments (and re-

6They key difference is that construction of [9] only consid-
ers an honest “non-aborting” verifier, whereas we need to
deal with also malicious “aborting” verifiers. This issue is
analogous to why we rely on “sig-com” trees (consisting of
signatures of commitments to signatures etc.) as opposed
to “plain” signature trees.
7We may also instantiate tree-hashing with signature-trees
to get an implementation based on one-way functions.
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lated primitives) from one-way functions, by first construct-
ing functions that are “approximately” unobfuscatable, and
relying on the connection between resettable-soundness and
unobfuscatable functions from [6].

1.4 Outline
In Section 3 we provide formal definitions of signature

trees, and provide collision-resistance properties of such trees.
To formalize our construction of resettably-sound zero-know-
ledge in a modular way, in Section 4, we first consider an
“oracle-aided” model, in which players have access to a sign-
ing oracle. We first show that the universal argument con-
struction of Barak and Goldreich [2] can be instantiated
using one-way functions in such an oracle-aided model, by
replacing “hashing” with “signing”. We next show how to
instantiate Pass and Rosen’s [25] variant of Barak protocol
in the same way (by relying on the oracle-aided construc-
tion of universal arguments). This leads to a constant-round
oracle-aided public-coin zero-knowledge argument of knowl-
edge, satifying a key property: the honest prover never needs
to access the oracle. We may next apply the transformation
of [3] to this protocol to obtain an oracle-aided resettably-
sound zero-knowledge argument of knowledge satisfying the
same key property (the results of [3] relativize and thus we
can directly apply them also to oracle-aided protocols).

In Section 5, we present a general transformation, trans-
forming any oracle-aided resettably-sound zero-knowledge
argument (of knowledge) satisyfing the above key property,
into a resettably-sound zero-knowledge argument (of knowl-
edge) in the “plain” model (i.e. without any oracle): the
transformation simply consists of adding a signature slot
at the beginning of the protocol. Taken together with our
result in Section 4, this yields a constant-round resettably-
sound zero-knowledge argument of knowledge for NP based
on one-way functions.

Applications (such as simultanously resettable zero-know-
ledge) are presented in the full version of the paper.

2. DEFINITIONS
We assume familiarity with interactive arguments, argu-

ments of knowledge and witness indistinguishability; see the
full version for more details.

We start by recalling the definition of zero knowledge
from [16].

Definition 1 (Zero-knowledge [16]). An interactive
protocol (P, V ) for language L is zero-knowledge if for every
PPT adversarial verifier V ∗, there exists a PPT simulator
S such that the following ensembles are computationally in-
distinguishable over x ∈ L:

{ViewV ∗ 〈P, V ∗(z)〉 (x)}x∈L,z∈{0,1}∗ ≈ {S(x, z)}x∈L,z∈{0,1}∗

Let us recall the definition of resettable soundness due to [3].

Definition 2 (Resettably-sound Arguments [3]).
A resetting attack of a cheating prover P ∗ on a resettable
verifier V is defined by the following two-step random pro-
cess, indexed by a security parameter n.

1. Uniformly select and fix t = poly(n) random-tapes, de-
noted r1, . . . , rt, for V , resulting in deterministic strate-

gies V (j)(x) = Vx,rj defined by Vx,rj (α) = V (x, rj , α),8

where x ∈ {0, 1}n and j ∈ [t]. Each V (j)(x) is called
an incarnation of V .

2. On input 1n, machine P ∗ is allowed to initiate poly(n)-

many interactions with the V (j)(x)’s. The activity of
P ∗ proceeds in rounds. In each round P ∗ chooses x ∈
{0, 1}n and j ∈ [t], thus defining V (j)(x), and conducts
a complete session with it.

Let (P, V ) be an interactive argument for a language L.
We say that (P, V ) is a resettably-sound argument for L if
the following condition holds:

• Resettable-soundness: For every polynomial-size reset-
ting attack, the probability that in some session the
corresponding V (j)(x) has accepted and x /∈ L is neg-
ligible.

We will also consider a slight weakening of the notion of
resettable soundness, where the statement to be proven is
fixed, and the verifier uses a single random tape (that is,
the prover cannot start many independent instances of the
verifier).

Definition 3 (Fixed-input RS Arguments [26]). An
interactive argument (P, V ) for a NP language L with wit-
ness relation RL is fixed-input resettably-sound if it satisfies
the following property: For all non-uniform polynomial-time
adversarial prover P ∗, there exists a negligible function µ(·)
such that for every all x /∈ L,

Pr[R← {0, 1}∞; (P ∗VR(x,pp), VR)(x) = 1] ≤ µ(|x|)

As the following claim (which essentially follows from tech-
niques in [3]) shows, any zero-knowledge argument of knowl-
edge satisfying the weaker notion can be transformed into
one that satisfies the stronger one, while preserving zero-
knowledge (or any other secrecy property against malicious
verifiers).

Claim 2. Let (P, V ) be a fixed-input resettably sound zero-
knowledge (resp. witness indistinguishable) argument of knowl-
edge for a language L ∈ NP . Then there exists a pro-
tocol (P ′, V ′) that is a (full-fledged) resettably-sound zero-
knowledge (resp. witness indistinguishable) argument of knowl-
edge for L.

The proof is found in the full version.

3. SIGNATURE TREES
In this section, we define an analogue of Merkle-hash trees

using signature schemes. Towards this, we will rely on the
existence of strong, fixed-length, deterministic secure signa-
ture schemes. Recall that in a strong signature scheme, no
polynomial-time attacker having oracle access to a signing
oracle can produce a valid message-signature pair, unless it
has received this pair from the signing oracle. The signature
scheme being fixed-length means that signatures of arbitrary
(polynomial-length) messages are of some fixed polynomial
length. Deterministic signatures do not use any randomness
in the signing process once the signing key has been chosen.
In particular, once a signing key has been chosen, a message
m will always be signed in the same way.
8Here, V (x, r, α) denotes the message sent by the strat-
egy V on common input x, random-tape r, after seeing the
message-sequence α.
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Definition 4 (Strong Signatures). A strong, length-
`, signature scheme SIG is a triple (Gen,Sign,Ver) of PPT
algorithms, such that

1. for all n ∈ N,m ∈ {0, 1}∗,

Pr[(sk, vk)← Gen(1n), σ ← Signsk(m);

Vervk(m,σ) = 1 ∧ |σ| ≤ `(n)] = 1

2. for every non-uniform PPT adversary A, there exists
a negligible function µ(·) such that

Pr[(sk, vk)← Gen(1n), (m,σ)← ASignsk(·)(1n);

Vervk(m,σ) = 1 ∧ (m,σ) /∈ L] ≤ µ(n),

where L denotes the list of query-answer pair of A’s
query to its oracle.

Strong, length-`, deterministic signature schemes with
`(n) = n are known based on the existence of OWFs; see
[22, 27, 12] for further details. In the rest of this paper,
whenever we refer to signature schemes, we always means
strong, length-n deterministic signature schemes.

Let us first note that strong signatures satisfy a “collision-
resistance” property.

Claim 3. Let SIG = (Gen, Sign,Ver) be a strong (length-
n) signature scheme. Then, for all non-uniform PPT ad-
versaries A, there exists a negligible function µ(·) such that
for every n ∈ N,

Pr[(sk, vk)← Gen(1n), (m1,m2, σ)← ASignsk(·)(1n, vk);

Vervk(m1, σ) = Vervk(m2, σ) = 1] ≤ µ(n)

Proof. Assume for contradiction that there exists some
non-uniform polynomial-timeA such thatA breaks“collision-
resistance”property of SIG with probability 1

p(n)
for infinitely

many n ∈ N, where p is a polynomial. We show that A
can be used to break the strong unforgeability property of
SIG. More precisely, note that if A outputs a valid signa-
tures (m1, σ), (m2, σ) without querying querying the sign-
ing oracle with m1 and m2 and receiving σ as a response
to both queries, then A already breaks the security of the
signature scheme. Thus w.l.o.g. we may assume A queries
both m1 and m2 to the signing oracle and receives σ as a
response. We then simulate A, recording the previous mes-
sages queried to the oracle along with the responses. At each
point during the execution of A, before forwarding the next
query m to the oracle, we test if any of the previously re-
ceived signatures are valid signatures for m. If so, we output
m together with such a signature σ. Notice that if A always
queries m1 and m2 and receives σ as a response, then we will
intercept whichever of the two A queries second. Thus, for
infinitely many n, with probability ≥ 1

p(n)
, we forge a sig-

nature σ for some m before ever querying the signing oracle
and receiving σ as a response.

We now define an analog of Merkle-hash tree which we call
signature trees and show that they also satisify a collision-
resistant property. We index each node of a complete binary
tree Γ of depth d by a binary string of length at most d,
where the root is indexed by the empty string λ, and each
node indexed by γ has left and right children indexed γ0
and γ1, respectively.

Definition 5 (Signature Trees). Let SIG = (Gen,
Sign,Ver) be a strong, length-n signature scheme. Let (sk, vk)
be a key-pair of SIG, and s be a string of length 2d. A signa-
ture tree of the string s w.r.t. (sk, vk) is a complete binary
tree of depth d, defined as follows.

• A leaf lγ indexed by γ ∈ {0, 1}d is set as the bit at
position γ in s.

• An internal node lγ indexed by γ ∈
⋃d−1
i=0 {0, 1}

i satis-
fies that Vervk((lγ0, lγ1), lγ) = 1.

Note that to verify whether a Γ is a valid signature-tree
of a string s w.r.t. the signature scheme SIG and the key-
pair (sk, vk) knowledge of the secret key sk is not needed.
However, to create a signature-tree for a string s, the secret
key sk is needed.

The following notion of a signature path is the natural
analog of an authentication path in a Merkle-tree.

Definition 6 (Signature Path). A signature path

w.r.t. SIG,vk and the root lλ for the bit b at leaf γ ∈ {0, 1}d
is a vector ~ρ = ((l0, l1), ((lγ≤10, lγ≤11), . . . (lγ≤d−10, lγ≤d−10))
such that for every i ∈ {0, . . . , d−1}, Vervk((lγ≤i0, lγ≤i1), lγ≤i

)

= 1. Let PATHSIG(~ρ, b, γ, lλ, vk) = 1 if ρ is a signature path
w.r.t. SIG, vk, lλ for b at γ.

The following claim states that signature trees also satisfy
an appropriate collision-resistance property: no non-uniform
PPT attacker having oracle access to a signing oracle can
output a root and valid signature paths for both 0 and 1 at
some leaf γ.

Claim 4. Let SIG = (Gen, Sign,Ver) be a strong, length-
n, signature scheme. Then, for every non-uniform PPT ad-
versary A, there exists a negligible function µ such that:

Pr[(sk, vk)← Gen(1n), (~ρ0, ~ρ1, γ, lλ)← ASignsk(·)(1n, vk);

∀b ∈ {0, 1} PATHSIG(~ρb, b, γ, lλ, vk) = 1] ≤ µ(n)

Proof. The claim directly follows from Claim 3 since any
two valid signature-paths with the same root but different
leaf value must contain a collision for the underlying signa-
ture scheme.

3.1 Sig-Com Schemes
For the technical reason explained in the introduction, we

will rely on variant of signature trees consisting of alter-
nating signatures and commitments. To formalize this, we
consider the notion of a “sig-com” scheme:

Definition 7 (Sig-Com Schemes). Let SIG = (Gen,
Sign, Ver) be a strong, length-n, signature scheme, and let
Com be a non-interactive commitment schemes. Define SIG′ =
(Gen′, Sign′,Ver′) to be a triple of PPT machines defined as
follows:

• Gen′ = Gen.

• Sign′sk(m) : compute a commitment c = Com(m; τ) us-
ing a uniformly selected τ , and let σ = Signsk(c); out-
put (σ, τ)

• Ver′vk(m,σ, τ) : Output 1 iff Vervk(Com(m, τ), σ) = 1.

We call SIG′ the Sig-Com Scheme corresponding to SIG and
Com.
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Note that the above definition of a sig-com scheme assumes
that Com is a non-interactive commitment scheme. This is
only for convenience of notation; the above definition, as
well as all subsequent results directly apply also to 2-round
commitment (i.e., families of non-interactive commitment
schemes, as in [21]), by simply adding the first message q to
the verfication key of the sig-com scheme.

Sig-com schemes also satisfy a collision-resistant property:

Claim 5 (Collision Resistance of Sig-Coms). Let
SIG = (Gen,Sign,Ver) be a strong, length-n signature scheme,
Com be non-interactive commitment scheme, and let SIG′ =
(Gen′, Sign′,Ver′) be a sig-com scheme corresponding to SIG
and Com. Then, for any non-uniform PPT adversary A,
there exists a negligible function µ such that for all n ∈ N:

Pr[(sk, vk)← Gen(1n), (σ,m1,m2, τ1, τ2)← ASignsk(·)(1n, vk);

m1 6= m2,Ver
′
vk(m1, σ, τ1) = Ver′vk(m2, σ, τ2) = 1] ≤ µ(n)

Proof. Note that by the binding property of Com, no
non-uniform PPT can output a valid commitment c to two
different messages m1 6= m2 except with negligible proba-
bility. Thus, except with negligible probability, a successful
non-uniform PPT attacker must output a signature for two
different commitments c1 6= c2, violating collision-resistance
of SIG (i.e., Claim 3).

Note that in Claim 5, the attacker gets oracle access to a
signature oracle (for SIG) as opposed to a sig-com oracle.

We may now define sig-com trees and sig-com paths in an
analogous way to (plain) signature trees and paths.

Definition 8 (Sig-Com Trees). Let SIG = (Gen, Sign,
Ver) be a strong, length-n signature scheme, let Com be a
non-interactive commitment and let SIG′ = (Gen′, Sign′,Ver′)
be the sig-com scheme corresponding to SIG and Com. Let
(sk, vk) be a key-pair of SIG′, and s be a string of length 2d.
A signature tree of the string s w.r.t. (sk, vk) is a complete
binary tree of depth d, defined as follows.

• A leaf lγ indexed by γ ∈ {0, 1}d is set as the bit at
position γ in s.

• An internal node lγ indexed by γ ∈
⋃d−1
i=0 {0, 1}

i satis-
fies that there exists some τγ such that Ver′vk((lγ0, lγ1),
lγ , τγ) = 1.

Definition 9 (Sig-Com Path). Let SIG′ = (Gen′, Sign′,
Ver′) be a sig-com scheme. A sig-com path w.r.t. SIG′,vk

and the root lλ for the bit b at leaf γ ∈ {0, 1}d is a vector ~ρ =
((l0, l1, τλ), ((lγ≤10, lγ≤11, τγ≤1

), . . . , (lγ≤d−10, lγ≤d−10, τγ≤d−1
)

such that for every i ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}, Ver′vk((lγ≤i0, lγ≤i1,

lγ≤i
, τγ≤i

)) = 1. Let PATHSIG′(~ρ, b, γ, lλ, vk) = 1 if ~ρ is a

signature path w.r.t. SIG′, vk, lλ for b at γ.

Sig-com trees also satisfy a collision-resistance property:

Claim 6. Let SIG = (Gen, Sign, Ver) be a strong, length-n
signature scheme, let Com be a non-interactive commitment
and let SIG′ = (Gen′, Sign′,Ver′) be the sig-com scheme cor-
responding to SIG and Com. Then, for every non-uniform
PPT adversary A, there exists a negligible function µ such
that:

Pr[(sk, vk)← Gen(1n), (~ρ0, ~ρ1, γ, lλ)← ASignsk(·)(1n, vk);

∀b ∈ {0, 1} PATHSIG′(~ρb, b, γ, lλ, vk) = 1 ≤ µ(n)

Proof. As in Claim 4, the claim follows directly from
Claim 5 since any two valid sig-com paths with the same
root but different leaf values must contain a collision for the
underlying sig-com scheme.

Canonical Sig-com Schemes Throughout the rest of the
paper, we consider sig-com schemes SIG′ and sig-com trees
corresponding to a strong, length-n deterministic signature
scheme SIG and a non-interactive commitment Com that
generates n2 bits long commitments to 2n bits strings. Thus,
each node of the sig-com tree is an n-bit signature of an n2

bits commitment of the two signatures of the children nodes.
Hereafter, we refer to such a SIG′ as a canonical sig-com
scheme.

4. ORACLE-AIDED RS-ZK
In this section we show how to construct a resettably-

sound ZK argument in an oracle-aided model where the
prover and verifier additionally have access to a public pa-
rameter generated prior to the interaction (in our proto-
col, this will be the verification key for a signature scheme),
and, further the prover has access to an oracle, also gener-
ated prior to the interaction (in our protocol, this will be a
signature/sig-com oracle).

More formally, let O be a probabilistic algorithm that on
input a security parameter n, outputs a polynomial-length
(in n) public-parameter pp, as well as the description of
an oracle O. The oracle-aided execution of an interactive
protocol with common input x between a prover P with
auxiliary input y and a verifier V consist of first generating
pp, O ← O(1|x|) and then letting PO(x, y, pp) interact with
V (x, pp).

Definition 10 (Oracle-aided Interactive Arg). A
pair of oracle algorithms (P, V ) is an O-oracle aided ar-
gument for a NP language L with witness relation RL if it
satisfies the following properties:

• Completeness: There exists a negligible function µ(·),
such that for all x ∈ L, if w ∈ RL(x),

Pr[pp, O ← O(1|x|); (PO(w), V )(x, pp) = 1] = 1−µ(|x|)

• Soundness: For all non-uniform polynomial-time ad-
versarial prover P ∗, there exists a negligible function
µ(·) such that for every all x /∈ L,

Pr[pp, O ← O(1|x|); (P ∗O, V )(x, pp) = 1] ≤ µ(|x|)

We will also define an O-oracle aided version of arguments
of knowledge, essentially analogously to their canonical def-
initions, except with a setup phase in which pp and O are
generated and made available to the players. The formal
definitions can be found in the full version of this paper.

Towards our goal of constructing of oracle-aided reset-
tably-sound zero-knowledge, we now define and construct
an oracle-aided version of universal arguments.

4.1 Oracle-aided Universal Arguments
Universal arguments (introduced in [2] and closely related

to CS-proofs [20]) are used in order to provide “efficient”
proofs to statements of the form y = (M,x, t), where y is
considered to be a true statement if M is a non-deterministic
machine that accepts x within t steps. The corresponding
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language and witness relation are denoted LU and RU re-
spectively, where the pair ((M,x, t), w) is in RU ifM (viewed
here as a two-input deterministic machine) accepts the pair
(x,w) within t steps. Notice that every language in NP is
linear time reducible to LU . Thus, a proof system for LU al-
lows us to handle all NP-statements. In fact, a proof system
for LU enables us to handle languages that are presumably
“beyond”NP, as the language LU is NE-complete (hence the
name universal arguments).9 We here provide an oracle-
aided variant of the [2] definition of universal arguments.

Definition 11 (Oracle-aided Universal argument).
An oracle-aided interactive argument (P, V ) is called an O-
oracle-aided universal argument system if it satisfies the
following properties:

• Efficient verification: There exists a polynomial p such
that for any y = (M,x, t), and for any pp, O gener-
ated by O, the total time spent by the (probabilistic)
verifier strategy V , on common input y, pp, is at most
p(|y|+ |pp|). In particular, all messages exchanged in
the protocol have length smaller than p(|y|+ |pp|).

• Completeness by a relatively efficient oracle-aided prover:
For every (y = (M,x, t), w) in RU ,

Pr[pp, O ← O(1|y|); (PO(w), V )(y, pp) = 1] = 1.

Furthermore, there exists a polynomial q such that the
total time spent by PO(w), on common input y =
(M,x, t), pp, is at most q(TM (x,w)+|pp|) ≤ q(t+|pp|),
where TM (x,w) denotes the running time of M on in-
put (x,w).

• Weak proof of knowledge for adaptively chosen state-
ments: For every polynomial p there exists a poly-
nomial p′ and a probabilistic polynomial-time oracle
machine E such that the following holds: for every
non-uniform polynomial-time oracle algorithm P ∗, if
Pr[pp, O ← O(1n);R← {0, 1}∞; y ← P ∗OR (pp) :
(P ∗OR (pp), V (y, pp)) = 1] > 1/p(n) then

Pr[pp, O ← O(1n);R, r ← {0, 1}∞; y ← P ∗OR (pp) :

∃w = w1, . . . wt ∈ RU (y) s.t. ∀i ∈ [t],

E
P∗OR
r (pp, y, i) = wi] >

1

p′(n)

where RU (y)
def
= {w : (y, w) ∈ RU}.

Note that our proof of knowledge condition is somewhat dif-
ferent from the one used in [2] in that we allow the (cheating)
prover to adaptively choose the statement to be proved, af-
ter having seen the public parameter, and having interacted
with its oracle.

Nevertheless, as we shall see, the construction of [2] and
their analysis will be useful to us. Recall that in the con-
struction of [2] tree hashing is used to hash down a “long”
PCP proof into a fixed-length “tree root”; the soundness
property relies on collision resistance of this tree hashing.
Let SIG′ be a canonical sig-com scheme with SIG = (Gen, Sign,
Ver) and Com being its underlying signature scheme and
commitment scheme. We observe that if we replace the use
of tree hashing in [2] scheme with a sig-com tree using SIG′,

9Furthermore, every language in NEXP is polynomial-time
(but not linear-time) reducible to LU

then the resulting protocol is an OSIG-aided universal argu-
ment for the following signature oracle OSIG.

Definition 12 (Signature Oracle). A signature or-
acle OSIG is defined as follows: On input a security pa-
rameter n, OSIG(1n) generates (vk, sk) ← Gen(1n) and lets

pp = vk and O(m) = Signsk(m) for every m ∈ {0, 1}poly(n).

In fact, the universal argument has an even stronger com-
pleteness property that will be useful for us: completeness
hold even if the prover only gets access to a sig-com oracle
(instead of a signature oracle), and even if this is an ar-
bitrary (not necessarily using the honest sign and commit
algorithms) sig-com oracle, as long as the oracle outputs
valid sig-com’s (for messages of a certain fixed length) with
overwhelming probability. More formally,

Definition 13 (Valid Sig-com Oracle). An oracle O′
is a valid (SIG′, `) oracle if there is a negligible µ(·) such
that for every n ∈ N , the following holds with probability

1 − µ(n) over pp, O ← O′(1n): for every m ∈ {0, 1}`(n),
O(m) returns (σ, τ) such that Ver′vk(m,σ, τ) = 1 with proba-
bility at least 1− µ(n).

We note that oracles that use arbitrarily biased random-
ness for commitment are also considered valid sig-com or-
acles. (These are precisely the kind of oracles we will be
forced to use later on).

Definition 14. An OSIG-aided universal argument (P, V )
has (SIG′, `)-completeness if there exists a prover P ′ such
that the completeness condition holds for (P ′, V ) when the
oracle OSIG is replaced by any valid (SIG′, `) oracle O′.

We now have the following theorem.

Theorem 7. Let SIG′ be a canonical sig-com scheme with
SIG and Com being its underlying signature scheme and com-
mitment scheme. Then there exists a polynomial ` and a
(SIG′, `)-complete OSIG-aided universal argument Π.

The proof of the theorem identically follows that of Barak
and Goldreich [2], with a minor modification to deal with
adaptively chosen statements when proving the weak argu-
ment of knowledge property. The proof is found in the full
version.

4.2 Oracle-aided Zero-Knowledge Protocols
We now turn to constructing oracle-aided resettably-sound

zero-knowledge protocols. We start by defining a strong no-
tion of an O-oracle-aided version of ZK. First of all, we re-
strict to protocols where the honest prover does not access
the oracle. Secondly, we require that simulation can be per-
formed given oracle access to any valid SIG′ oracle. These
two restrictions will be important when we later instantiate
the oracle-aided protocol in the plain model.

Definition 15 (Oracle-aided Zero-Knowledge). A
pair of algorithms (P, V ) is (SIG′, `)-oracle aided zero-
knowledge for a NP language L with witness relation RL
if for every non-uniform adversarial verifier V ∗, there exists
a simulator S, such that for every valid (SIG′, `) oracle O′,
the following ensembles are indistinguishable over x ∈ L,

{pp, O ← O′(1|x|);ViewV ∗(P (w), V ∗(z))(x, pp)}x,w,z
≈ {pp, O ← O′(1|x|);SO(x, z, pp)}x,w,z

where the ensembles are over x ∈ L,w ∈ RL(x), z ∈ {0, 1}∗.
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We now turn to the question of constructing a protocol that
satisfies the above requirements. Note that, as a first at-
tempt, we could try constructing a constant-round public-
coin ZK protocol by replacing the tree hashing in Barak’s
protocol [1] with sig-com trees, and then apply the PRF
transformation of [3] to achieve resettable soundness. While
this indeed could be used to get a resettably-sound ZK pro-
tocol in the oracle-aided model, the resulting protocol would
require the honest prover to make polynomially many queries
to the oracle (to complete the WIUARG). To get around
this, we instead rely on a variant of Barak’s protocol used
in Pass and Rosen [25], which provides a “special-purpose”
implementation of the WIUARG used in Barak’s protocol
in which the honest prover does not need to perform any
“hashing”.10

More precisely, our protocol proceeds as follows. In Stage
1, POZK sends a commitment c = Com(0n), and then VZK

sends back a challenge r ∈ {0, 1}2n as in Barak’s protocol.
In Stage 2, POZK and VZK first execute an “encrypted” univer-
sal argument (POUA, VUA) of the statement that “c is a com-
mitment to a sig-com tree root of a program M and there is a
short string y ∈ {0, 1}n such that M(y) = r,” where instead
of sending the message in the clear, the prover sends com-
mitments to the messages. The honest prover simply sends
commitments to 0 (and thus will fail in this encrypted uni-
versal argument). Finally, POZK and VZK execute a witness-
indistinguishable argument of knowledge of the statement
that “x ∈ L OR VUA accepts in the encrypted universal ar-
gument”.

A formal description of the protocol can be found in Fig. 1
and Fig. 2. Note that, in this construction, the honest prover
POZK can convince the verifier by proving x ∈ L in the final
witness indistinguishable argument without making any or-
acle queries.

Theorem 8. Let SIG′ be a canonical sig-com scheme with
SIG and Com being its underlying signature scheme and com-
mitment scheme. Then there exists an OSIG-oracle aided ar-
gument of knowledge (P, V ) for NP; additionally,

1. (P, V ) is constant-round and public-coin;

2. P does not make any queries to its oracle;

3. (P, V ) is (SIG′, `)-oracle-aided zero-knowledge for `(n) =
2n.

The proof of Theorem 8 is found in the full version. The
proof closely follows [1, 25] but the proof of the “argument
of knowledge” property requires special care to deal with
the fact that a cheating prover may adaptively choose the
statements to be proved in the encrypted universal argument
(after having interacted with its oracle).11

Finally, we apply the PRF transformation of [3] to (POZK, VZK)
to achieve resettable soundness. More precisely, we modify
the public-coin verifier VZK to a“PRF-verifier” ṼZK that sam-
ples a seed s for a PRF fs at beginning and then generates
each verifier message by applying fs to the current tran-
script. The proof in [3] relativizes and as a consequence we
have the following theorem:

10In fact, early versions of Barak’s protocol also relied on
such a special-purpose implementation of WIUARG.

11In [1, 25] these issues do not arise since different, inde-
pendently chosen hash-functions are used in Stage 1 and in
Stage 2.

Common Input: An instance x of a language L ∈ NP with
witness relation RL.

Auxiliary input to P : A witness w such that (x,w) ∈ RL.

Primitives Used: A canonical sig-com scheme SIG′ with SIG
and Com as the underlying signature and commitment
schemes, OSIG defined relative to SIG, and a OSIG-aided
universal argument (PUA, VUA) defined in Sec. 4.1.

Set Up: Run (pp, O) ← OSIG(1n), add pp to common input
for P and V . Further, allow P oracle access to O.

Stage One (Trapdoor):

P1: Send c0 = Com(02n, τ0) to V with uniform τ0

V1: Send r
$←{0, 1}n to P

Stage Two (Encrypted OA-UA):

P2: Send c1 = Com(02n, τ1) for uniformly selected τ1

V3: Send r′, uniformly chosen random tape for
VOA−UA

P3: Send c2 = Com(0k, τ2) for uniformly selected τ2,
where k is the length of POA−UA’s second message.

Stage Three (Main Proof):

P ⇔ V : A WI-AOK 〈PWI, VWI〉 proving the OR of the
following statements:

1. ∃ w ∈ {0, 1}poly(|x|) s.t. (x,w) ∈ RL.

2. ∃ 〈p1, p2, τ1, τ2〉 s.t.
(〈c0, r, c1, c2, r′, pp〉, 〈p1, p2, τ1, τ2〉) ∈ RL2

(defined in Fig. 2).

Figure 1: OSIG-aided ZK argument of knowledge.

Relation 1: Let SIG′ a sig-com scheme, with underlying sig-
nature scheme SIG and commitment scheme Com. Let
ECC be a strong error-correcting code. We say that
〈c0, r, pp〉 ∈ L1 if ∃〈τ0, d, lλ, C, {~ρi}i∈[2d]〉 such that

• c0 = Com((d, lλ), τ0)

• (d, lλ) are the depth and root of a sig-com tree for
C w.r.t. pp

• Each ~ρi is a valid sig-com path for leaf i of this sig-

com tree. That is, PATHSIG′ (~ρi, Ci, i, lλ, pp) = 1
for each i.

• C = ECC(Π) for some circuit Π

• Π(c0) = r.

We let RL1 be the witness relation corresponding to L1.

Relation 2: Let L1 be described as above, with respect to
schemes SIG′ and ECC. Let (PUA, VUA) be the OSIG-
aided universal argument constructed in Sec. 4.1. We
say that 〈c0, r, c1, c2, r′, pp〉 ∈ L2 if ∃〈p1, p2, τ1, τ2〉
such that

• c1 = Com(p1, τ1), c2 = Com(p2, τ2)

• (p1, r′, p2) constitutes an accepting (PUA, VUA)
transcript for 〈c0, r〉 ∈ L1.

We let RL2 be the witness relation corresponding to L2.

Figure 2: Relations used in OSIG-aided ZK protocol.
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Theorem 9. Let SIG′ be a canonical sig-com scheme with
SIG and Com being its underlying signature scheme and com-
mitment scheme. Then there exists an OSIG-aided constant-
round resettably-sound argument of knowledge (P, V ) for NP;
additionally,

1. P does not make any queries to its oracle;

2. (P, V ) is (SIG′, `)-oracle-aided zero-knowledge for `(n) =
2n.

5. RS-ZK IN THE PLAIN MODEL
Let SIG′ be a canonical sig-com scheme with SIG and

Com being its underlying signature scheme and commitment
scheme. Let (P, V ) be a OSIG-aided resettably sound argu-
ment of knowledge for the language L with witness rela-
tion RL, where P does not make any queries to its oracle.
Consider the protocol (P̃ , Ṽ ) that on common input x, and
auxiliary prover input w proceeds as follows.

1. Init: Ṽ runs (sk, vk)← Gen(1n) and sends vk to P̃ .
2. Signing Slot:

• P̃ generates c = Com(02n; τ), where τ is uni-

formly sampled, and sends c to Ṽ .

• Ṽ replies with σ = Signsk(c).

• P̃ aborts if σ is not a valid signature of c.

3. Body: Invoke (P (w), V )(x, pp) with pp = vk.

Lemma 10. If (P, V ) is (SIG′, 2n)-oracle-aided resettably-
sound zero-knowledge for L with witness relation RL, then
(P̃ , Ṽ ) is a single-instance resettably-sound zero-knowledge
argument of knowledge for L with witness relation RL.

Note that here we only obtain a single-instance resettably
sound argument of knowledge (defined in Defn. 3), but this
can be transformed into a ”full-fledged”resettably sound one
by using the transformation in Claim 2, which thus estab-
lishes our main Theorem 1. The proof of Lemma 10 is found
in the full version. We provide a very brief sketch below.

Proof. (sketch) Completeness of (P̃ , Ṽ ) follows directly
from the completeness of (P, V ) since by assumption, P
never makes any oracle queries. Resettable-soundness and
the argument of knowledge property, roughly speaking, fol-
low by emulating all signature slot messages using the oracle;
note that we here rely on the fact that the signature scheme
is deterministic to ensure that “rewindings” of the signature
slot can be emulated as oracle queries. The zero-knowledge
simulator proceeds by first honestly emulating the signature
slot for the malicious verifier V ∗, and if V ∗ provides an ac-
cepting signature, we next run the oracle-aided simulator,
and appropriately rewinding the malicious verifier during
the signature slot to appropriately implement some valid
sig-com oracle. The verifier may not always answer, but we
can “keep rewinding” him, sending fresh commitments until
he does. Roughly speaking, the key point is that if V ∗ did
provide a valid signature during the first pass, then in expec-
tation, by the hiding property of the commitment scheme,
we only need a polynomial number of rewindings. This “al-
most” works: just as in [13], we need to take special care to
deal with verifier’s that only provide valid signatures with
very small probability.
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